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DISCIPLINES AND IDEAS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES – GRADE 11 
 

Name: ______________________________________ Date: ____________________ 

 

Grade: ______________________________________ Section: ___________________ 

 

 
 

Quarter: 1 Week: 1-2 SSLM No. 1 MELC(s): Differentiate the nature and functions of Social 

Sciences disciplines with the natural sciences and humanities. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

➢ Objective: Identify each of the nature and functions of Social Sciences  

and explain its differences to natural sciences and humanities. 

 

➢ Title of Textbook/LM to Study:  

Disciplines and Ideas in Social Science: Self-Learning Quarter 1 – Module 1 

Disciplines and Ideas in Social Science for Senior High School                                                     

by John Raymond B. Jison and John N. Ponsaran pp.2-9 

 

 

 

 
 

Disciplines and Ideas in the social sciences is an interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary approach to the study of the fundamental ideas, concepts, theories 
and inquiry and research methods in the social sciences.  

 
The birth of social sciences as a distinct group of academic disciplines 

contributed to the understanding of the human and social condition. Over the years, 
people sought to understand the wonders of the world they live in and exploring the 
multifaceted individual and his or her society was considered a meaningful journey. 

 
The study of the social sciences can be complex, given society’s                             

ever-changing nature. Human and social behavior are changing as they are 
dependent on specific circumstances. However, the study of social sciences can be 
fruitful, as it is vital in addressing some of the fundamental problems that confront us 
today.  

Before proceeding to our subject matter, it is necessary for our discussion to 
define, in addition to social sciences, the humanities and the natural sciences. We 
shall explain their disciplinary boundaries. 

 
The humanities refer to fields of study that deal with how human beings 

process and document human experience. Communication arts, philosophy, arts, 
theater and performance studies, religious studies, and literature are fields 
traditionally classified under the humanities. While both the social sciences and the 
humanities seek to explore human condition, they differ in the modes and approaches 
of interpreting or analyzing any given question. 

 

Let Us Discover 
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The natural sciences, according to Ledoux (2002), are disciplines that focus 
only on studying natural events using scientific methods. The origins of the natural 
sciences can be traced back to the Renaissance in Europe, when most intellectuals 
started using systematics methods of investigation. Biology, chemistry, physics, 
geology, and astronomy are some of commonalities in terms of methodology. The 
social sciences employ empirical ways to validate assumptions such as observation 
and experimentation, especially for cases where quantitative methods of analysis can 
be applied. 

 
 
 

  

SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 

HUMANITIES 

 

NATURAL 
SCIENCES 

 
Function 
 

 
To analyze, explain, 
and possibly predict 
human behavior (as 
groups and/or 
individuals) 

 
To better appreciate 
the meaning and 
purpose of the human 
experience—both 
broadly in the nature 
of the human 
condition, as well as 
within each unique 
individual 
 

 
To understand, 
explain, and predict 
the world we live in 
using scientific 
methods and 
distinctive methods of 
inquiry. 

 

Purpose/ 
End Goal 
 

 
Generation of new 
knowledge                               
(factual information) 

 
Generation of 
wisdom, to better 
explore and address 
the “big question” and 
meet the challenges 
in the human 
condition  
 

 
Discovery of laws that 
rule the world (with 
focus on the natural 
world) 

 

Methodology 
 

 
Application of an 
empirical, rational, 
and objective 
methodology (use of 
validity and reliability 
tests) to present the 
facts 
 

 
Application of an 
interpretative 
methodology (use of 
text analysis, 
reflective thinking, 
and 
acknowledgement of 
audience) to render 
something meaningful 
for others 
 
 

 
Application of natural 
science methods, i.e., 
systematic 
observation, 
measurement, and 
experiment 

Sources: Boutellier, R; Gassmann, O; & Raeder, S (2011). What is the difference between social and natural 
sciences? Retrieved from http://www.collier.sts.edu/sciwrite/pdfs/boutellier_2011.pdf; The Humanities and the 
Social Sciences: Contrasting Approaches (2013), Retrieved from 
www.uidaho.edu/~/media/Files/orgs/...Ed/.../Humanities-Social-Sciences-Distinctions. 
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Again, my dear learners, for the past years you are taking the subject Araling Panlipunan, 

what did you notice about different topic you have learned? Let us find out by describing each 

picture showed below.  

Activity 1: Finding Clues!  

Instruction: Let us analyze and depict of things you can say about each image. Choose 
appropriate term in the box based on the showed image. Write your answer in the space 
provided. (2pts. each) 

          

 

 

 

1.  

                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Let Us Try 
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History            Political Science        Geography     Anthropology       Economics                       

Sociology              Demography            Linguistics      Psychology 
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5. 

 
 
 

6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

9. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

10. Based on your answers above, what will be your own definition of social sciences? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Photo credit: Free Domain 
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How was your activity? Did you enjoy exploring your thoughts about the image representation 

of disciplines in social sciences in the previous activity? Very well then, let us identify what are 

the branches or disciplines in the social sciences.  

 

Activity 2: Fill in the mind! 

Instruction: This time let us identify the term in each statement. I know you can do this!  

 

_______________ 1. Efficient allocation of scarce resources in order to satisfy unlimited  

human needs and wants. 

_______________ 2. Ancient societies and their cultural traditions.  

_______________ 3. Interaction between the natural environment and the people living in it. 

_______________ 4. Traditionally regarded as the study of the recorded past. 

_______________ 5. The discipline studies the nature of language through an examination  

of the formal properties of natural language, grammar, and the 

process of language acquisition 

_______________ 6. Politics, power, and government. 

_______________ 7. Scientific study of behavior and mental process. 

_______________ 8. Systematic study of society as a whole. 

_______________ 9. Study of human population. 

______________ 10. Group of academic disciplines that deal with the human aspects of the  

world. 
 

Activity 3: Thinking Process! 

Instruction: To verify our learning from the previous activities, let us answer the following 

questions: You can use separate paper for your answer. 

 

1. Do you agree that the study of society is more philosophical in nature than scientific? 

Defend your answer. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Which is the significance of institutionalizing the study of society as a science?                 

    Research on some issues and examples that demonstrate such importance. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. In your opinion, should the social sciences be unified into a single field instead of 

subdividing it into specialized and specific fields? Defend your answers. 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Let Us Do 
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How do you feel working in the previous activity? I know you are trying, and you did great. 
 

Activity 4: Work It!  

Instruction: This time we will check how far you have learned the lesson. You may do either 

or this following tasks below.  
 

• Visit YouTube and watch the five-minute video An Animated Introduction to Social 

Science (2011). You may refer the weblink below:  

 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSIdaTSG2Gg&index=17&list=LLIN4rJZvbaNVKRzFECWPsIQ 
 

https://youtu.be/DSIdaTSG2Gg 
 

Write a reflection paper sharing your own thoughts after watching the video in 

a separate paper.  
 

• If you don’t have any access on the link, you may answer this question:                      

Compare and contrast the social sciences, the humanities, and the natural 

sciences in terms of the following: (a) function, (b) purpose or end goal,            

and (c) methodology. You may use separate paper for your answer.  
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Let Us Apply 
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